
Baby

Ali Gatie

Why
Would you do me wrong?
Baby all long
I- I was making songs
Did it all for you
You always acting up
But I guess to you
We ain't never been in love

Baby
What?
Lately
You been acting up (up)

Baby
What?
Told me that you had enough

Tell me what you want
I got it yeah, I got it right now
Lately we been moving hella fast
Told me that you wanna keep it slow

But you know
Everything I know
Where I wanna go
How I wanna be
It's just you and me
How it's supposed to be

Baby
You thought I was crazy
Telling me I changed

You changed me

I changed for the better
You changed for the worse
I was tryna be the best
You ain't never try to work

While I was out working
You was out drinking
I was rehearsing
You was out sipping

Thinking different
Living different
Wonder why we getting distant
Wonder why everything switching
Said you loved me, thought you meant it
Now wonder why you always trippin'
Wonder why
Wonder

Why
Would you do me wrong?
Baby all long



I- I was making songs
Did it all for you
You always acting up
But I guess to you
We ain't never been in love

Baby
What?
Lately
You been acting up (up)

Baby
What?
Told me that you had enough

Why wouldn't I change?
Why you stay the same?
Why you never learn?
Why (why) you playing games?

Girl, why
You never grow?
Writing the rhymes
I'm Perfecting the flow
Thinking 'bout you
Yeah, you think 'bout the dough
I be thinking a lot
I ain't thinking no more

Why
Would you do me wrong?
Baby all long
I- I was making songs
Did it all for you
You always acting up
But I guess to you
We ain't never been in love
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